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Abstract: We introduce a generic scheme of restarting for multi-objective genetic
algorithms and demonstrate that the use of a restart operator leads to a significant
improvement in solution quality due to its tendency to explore different regions of
a search space and get uniformly distributed points along a true front. The proposed
scheme of restarting tells us when to restart an algorithm and how to generate a
new population based on previously found solutions. This operator is algorithmindependent, which we show by incorporating it into three multi-objective genetic
algorithms based on different heuristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Two main strategies known as exploration and exploitation push an evolutionary search
to promising regions of the search space. Conventional genetic operators (selection,
mutation, and crossover) provide an effective combination of these strategies. However, for
some complex problems their capabilities seem to be limited and an algorithm (in particular,
a genetic algorithm (GA)) is not able to find good solutions. Nevertheless, we may deal with
this problem if we note that the search is stuck and the quality of solutions is no longer
improving. A possible method is to interrupt the current run and launch the algorithm again
taking into account the previously gathered information about the search space.
In this study, we introduce a restarting technique which is implemented as an additional
restart operator [1, 2]. Until now, a number of restart meta-heuristics have been developed
for one-criterion GAs [3, 4], whereas there are almost no studies devoted to the restart for
multi-objective genetic algorithms (MOGAs). Therefore, we develop an algorithmindependent restart operator and investigate its effectiveness in combination with three
different MOGAs. With our proposal, we answer two crucial questions: when to apply the
restart and how to use the previously found solutions [5].
In the series of experiments, we demonstrate the efficiency of the restart and shed light
on its potential capabilities. We also reveal that its performance is affected by the control
parameter values, and the appropriate choice of these values may lead to a significant
improvement in the solution quality.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: firstly, we briefly present the MOGAs
used and their basic features. Next, we describe our proposal in detail. Test problems and
experimental conditions are also introduced. Then, experimental results are given and based
on them some conclusions are presented.
2. MOGAS AND THEIR BASIC FEATURES
The common scheme of any conventional MOGA includes the same steps as the scheme
of one-criterion GAs (Fig. 1a). However, optimizing several criteria simultaneously results
in us obtaining not a single solution, but a set of non-dominated alternatives, i.e. a Pareto set
approximation. A representation of this set in the criterion space is a Pareto front
approximation. Usually, while solving multi-objective optimization problems, they tend to
obtain solutions uniformly distributed along a true front. The found points should portray its
shape in all regions of the criterion space.

Fig. 1. (a) The common scheme of conventional GAs (left); (b) the scheme of GAs with
restart operator.
However, owing to algorithm stagnation or the concentrating of the population in some
particular areas, they may achieve a partly approximated Pareto front. Therefore, for that
case, when the search is stuck, we suggest no longer performing such a “trapped” algorithm
and spending resources in vain, but interrupting the current run and restarting it. This idea
has been embodied as a restart meta-heuristic and implemented as an additional operator.
Fig. 1b illustrates the modified GA scheme with the restart. In the next section, we present
the restart meta-heuristic in detail, but here we would like to introduce the MOGAs used and
their main features.
Generally, MOGAs differ from one another in three aspects: fitness assignment,
diversity preservation and elitism. In this paper we consider MOGAs which are based on
different heuristics: the Non-Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [6], the PreferenceInspired Co-Evolutionary Algorithm with goal vectors (PICEA-g) [7], and the Strength
Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [8].
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A while ago, the Pareto-dominance idea was recognised as the main principle of fitness
assignment in any MOGA [9]: it proved its effectiveness in many benchmark and real
problems and, as consequence, substituted other alternative proposals. Nevertheless, this
principle might be implemented in different ways [10]: some algorithms use the dominance
rank (the amount of individuals by which the candidate-solution is dominated), others apply
the dominance count (the amount of points dominated by a certain individual), and the
dominance depth might also be evaluated (a population is divided into several fronts (or
niches) and the front which an individual belongs to is determined), and so on.
Then, to sustain variety within the Pareto set and front approximations, diversity
preservation techniques are usually incorporated into MOGAs. Some methods use kernel
functions to estimate the density of points; nearest neighbour techniques assess a distance
between a given point and its k-th nearest neighbour; histograms might be engaged as density
estimators (they use a hypergrid to calculate neighbourhoods) [11]. Commonly, distances
between points are calculated in the criterion space.
Furthermore, due to the search stochasticity good solutions might be lost. To cope with
this problem, elitism is usually applied. In general, there are two ways to implement it: the
first way is to combine the parent population with the offspring and select the best individuals
from the mating pool based on their fitness values. Another way is to use a special container
which is called archive to copy there good solutions at each generation. In NSGA-II, the first
described variant of elitism is used, and in SPEA2 the second one is applied, while both of
them are employed in PICEA-g.
In Table 1, we give a brief description of the MOGAs used. It might be noted that each
algorithm has its own peculiarities.
MOGA
PICEA-g
NSGA-II
SPEA2

Table 1. Basic features of the MOGA used
Fitness Assignment
Diversity Preservation
Pareto-dominance (with generating goal
Nearest neighbor
vectors)
technique
Pareto-dominance (niching mechanism) and
Crowding distance
diversity estimation (crowding distance)
Pareto-dominance (niching mechanism) and
Nearest neighbour
density estimation (the distance to the kth
technique
nearest neighbour in the objective space)

Thus, in this study we investigate the effectiveness of the restart operator for various
algorithms and show that it is algorithm-independent.
3. RESTART OPERATOR FOR MOGA
We consider a black-box multi-objective optimization problem:

C  a  : A  CA  Rm , dim  A  n ,

C  a   С1  a  ... Сm  a    extrem ,
aA

(1)
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where A is a space of alternatives with dimension n , C A is a subspace of some Euclidean
vector space R m , i  1, m : Сi  : A  C Ai  R ,

 С  A  C
j

A

are the unknown

j

mappings. We assume that there is a bijection between the alternatives and the binary strings,
so every alternative would be represented in such a way.
Since we consider a population-based optimization tool, let the population at the i -th
generation be noted as Pi . Each population consists of different solutions – a set of
alternatives – and our aim is not to find the non-dominated set, but the set which maps into a
good approximation of the whole Pareto front. In this case, a contradiction can be faced
between the need for a search in depth to improve the current solutions and for a search in
breadth to approximate the whole front.
To resolve this contradiction we implement the algorithm-independent restart operator.
The following operator is applied when the predefined condition is met. We propose a restart
condition that is based on the distance between the Pareto front estimations at two
consecutive generations. If the distance does not change for some period, the algorithm
restarts. A more detailed explanation is given below.



С
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be the Pareto set and
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see that i Si  Si 1
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: Rm  R  U0 is a norm on the R m vector space.

To estimate if there is a need for a restart we use a specific variable, which is a queue
that consists of metric (2) values of the previous ltail iterations,





Taili  ltail     Fj , Fj 1  : i  ltail  j  i ,

(3)

and the meta-heuristic performs a restart if the following condition is met

max Taili  j   min Taili  j   tail .
j ltail

j ltail

(4)

In equations (3) and (4), the settings of two different operators are presented: the tail
length ltail controls the size of the observation period and tail is the threshold level. Now,
if the restart takes place, we save the current algorithm’s run data into the sets, which is a
representation of memory. Since all these features are significant for forming the final
solution and performing the next algorithm run, the following sets are used:
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UC% , where C% F  c  : c   P  , j  1, P  . Memory

MemoryS  MemoryS USi , Memory F  Memory F

and MemoryC  MemoryC
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sets are also used to form the final approximation and evaluate the IGD metric.
First of all, let us describe a possible way in which the new starting population may
perform. The generation of the initial population is controlled by two parameters: the
probability of each individual in the initial population being randomly generated -  , and
the probability of each gene being changed to the opposite -  , in the case of the individual
being a mutant of a randomly chosen previously found solution. So, each j -th individual’s
k -th gene in the initial population is generated in one of the following ways:

 P  
0

j k

 rj ,k , P  rj ,k  0   P  rj ,k  1 ,

(5)

with probability  and with probability 1  :

 P  
0

where

k

j k




 f c   MemoryS r1
j


is the number of gene,

P  rj1  1  ...  P  rj1  MemoryS  ,

rj1 ,

rj2 ,



rj2

rj3,k


, rj3,k  ,


(6)

are the random values:





P  rj2  1  ...  P rj2   MemoryS r1 ,
j

 v, p  0
.
P  rj3,k  0   1  P  rj3,k  1   , and a special function f c  v, p   
v, p  1
Varying the parameters  and  , we control the initial population generation process.
If we want the initial population to be completely randomized, we set  to 1, and if we want
it to be in some sense near to the previously estimated Pareto set, we set it closer to 0 and 
closer to 0 too, where  represents the closeness of a new individual to a found one.
4. EXPERIEMENTS AND RESULTS
A set of high-dimensional benchmark problems designed by the international scientific
community to compare the efficiency of evolutionary algorithms (the CEC 2009 competition
[12]) was chosen to investigate the performance of the original MOGAs and their
modifications with the restart.
Test instances are different: Pareto sets and fronts might be discrete or continuous, convex
or non-convex. In our experiments, we use a number of these benchmark problems which are
unconstrained two- and three-objective optimization problems with real variables.
The metric IGD is applied to estimate the quality of the obtained Pareto Front
approximations:

IGD  A, P*  



vP*

d  v, A

P*

,

(7)

where P* is a set of uniformly distributed points along the Pareto Front (in the objective
space), A is an approximate set to the Pareto Front, d (v, A) is the minimum Euclidean
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distance between

v and the points in A . In short, the IGD  A, P*  value is the average

distance from P* to A . According to the rules of the CEC competition, the final
approximation should contain no more than 100 and 150 points for two- and three-criterion
problems respectively. The maximal number of vector-function evaluations is equal to 300,
000.
In all the experiments, the following setting were defined: binary tournament selection,
uniform recombination and the mutation probability pm  1 , where L is the length of the

L

chromosome. We used standard binary coding to transfer binary strings to the real search
space. All presented results were averaged over 25 runs of the algorithm.
Firstly, the original PICEA-g algorithm with no restart was run on the set of the CEC
problems. Its performance was accepted as a baseline.
Next, we conducted a series of similar experiments for the PICEA-g with the restart
operator in which we varied its control parameters:
ltail  5, 10, 12, 15 ,
  0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.9, 1 ,
  0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7 ,

tail  0.01,0.005,0.001,0.0005,0.0001,0.00005. In these experiments, our goal was to
reveal the values of the control parameters which were the best on average for the set of CEC
problems. We applied the linear normalization to all IGD values (including the results of the
original PICEA-g) for each problem and found that   0.9 ,   0.7 , ltail  10 ,

 tail  0.001, were the best settings on average. Fig. 2 demonstrates the results obtained.
As can be seen, on most of the test problems the PICEA-g with the restart greatly outperforms
the original one and only for Problems 4 and 8 does it give slightly worse IGD values.
In spite of the fact that the best settings on average provided us with rather good results,
we found that for each problem the best settings were different and by using them we could
obtain even better results.

Fig. 2. Experimental results: the IGD values obtained by the original PICEA-g and the
PICEA-g with the restart (the best settings on average).
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Table 2 shows that for all the problems, the PICEA-g with the restart, whose control
parameters have the best values for each problem, always outperforms the original one and
for some problems, this improvement is significant. This implies that the control parameters
should be tuned for the given problem carefully.
Table 2. Experimental results: the IGD values obtained by the original PICEA-g .
Original PICEA-g
Test Problem
Mean
Min
Max
UF1
0.1030
0.0743
0.1827
UF2
0.0582
0.0478
0.0815
UF3
0.2236
0.1664
0.3329
UF4
0.0576
0.0527
0.0679
UF5
0.5254
0.3720
0.7490
UF6
0.3743
0.2135
0.6468
UF7
0.1092
0.0399
0.4206
UF8
0.1902
0.1645
0.2010
UF9
0.2741
0.2102
0.3843
UF10
0.4142
0.2211
0.8590
Table 3. Experimental results: the IGD values obtained by the PICEA-g with the
restart (the best settings for each problem).
PICEA-g, the restart with the best settings
Test Problem
Mean
Min
Max
α
β
𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙
δ𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙
UF1
0.9
0.7
5
0.0005
0.0341
0.0243
0.0494
UF2
0.1
0.7
15
0.0005
0.0372
0.0312
0.0446
UF3
0.1
0.7
10
0.00005
0.1635
0.1272
0.2174
UF4
0.9
0.5
5
0.01
0.0536
0.0484
0.0567
UF5
0.1
0.7
10
0.001
0.1597
0.1232
0.2145
UF6
0.9
0.5
5
0.0005
0.1878
0.0616
0.3211
UF7
0.5
0.05
15
0.0001
0.0282
0.0240
0.0394
UF8
0.3
0.5
5
0.001
0.1837
0.1331
0.1971
UF9
0.1
0.7
5
0.001
0.2037
0.1470
0.2856
UF10
0.9
0.5
5
0.001
0.2652
0.1968
0.4477
Taking into consideration the best settings on average obtained for PICEA-g, we repeated
the experiments for NSGA-II and SPEA2. In the beginning, we launched the original versions
of NSGA-II and SPEA2. After that, we ran their modifications with the restart. To avoid
numerous experiments with different , , ltail , and tail values, we set them equal to the
best values on average which were found for PICEA-g.
It might be noted that for both algorithms, their modified versions are defeated by the
original ones in three cases: Problems 3, 4 and 8 (and Problem 10 too for SPEA2). It means
that we should adjust the restart control parameters not only for each problem (as was
demonstrated for PICEA-g) but also for the MOGA used. We cannot extrapolate the results
of one MOGA to another: settings which are good for one algorithm might be ineffective for
another.
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Fig. 3. Experimental results: the IGD values obtained by the original NSGA-II and the
NSGA-II with the restart.

Fig. 4. Experimental results: the IGD values obtained by the original SPEA2 and the
SPEA2 with the restart.
In any event, in such experiments, while varying the control parameter values, we may
try just a finite set of their combinations. Therefore, we come to the conclusion that the restart
operator should be adaptive: the values of its control parameters should be adjusted for the
problem considered during the execution of the given MOGA [13, 14]. Only in this case will
we be able to use the potential capabilities of the restart operator to their full extent.
5. CONCLUSION
We propose a restart meta-heuristic for MOGAs which is designed as an additional
operator. This restart operator differs from conventional ones (selection, crossover, mutation)
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because it is applied not at each generation but when a pre-defined criterion is satisfied. In
our proposal, this criterion is based on the distance between Pareto front approximations
found at consecutive generations. If this distance does not exceed a given threshold for the
particular number of the generation, the restart is applied. It is essential that the new
population is generated not from scratch but based on the non-dominated solutions previously
found.
We investigate the effectiveness of our proposal in combination with three MOGAs
which are based on different heuristics (PICEA-g, NSGA-II, SPEA2): the restart operator is
incorporated into each of them. As can be noted, on the one hand, the use of the restart leads
to a significant improvement in the algorithm performance (as a case in point, PICEA-g).
However, on the other hand, it requires a subtle adjustment of the control parameters: the
best settings are different not only for the given set of problems, they also cannot be
extrapolated from one MOGA to another.
A possible way to cope with this problem is to conduct a series of experiments varying
the values of the control parameters. However, it is time-consuming and the values chosen
for testing are always limited.
Therefore, to avoid numerous experiments every time we face a new problem or change
a MOGA, we should develop an adaptive restart operator whose control parameters are
adjusted automatically during the execution of the algorithm. This adaptation may help us to
take advantage of all the useful capabilities of the restart.
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